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Outer space, the far future.A lone seed ship, the Sidonia, has arrived in the Lem star system, ten

centuries since the obliteration of Earth. The massive, nearly indestructible, yet barely sentient alien

life forms that continued to pose an existential threat are now aided and abetted by humanity's best

scientific mind.
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Tsutomu Nihei is an internationally known Japanese comic artist and draftsman. Born in 1971, Nihei

made his debut in the comics world as the winner of the 1995 Afternoon Magazine Four Seasons

Award for short stories. He then briefly worked as an assistant to veteran comicker Tsutomu

Takahashi before making his break-through hit BLAME! (published by Tokyopop). The BLAME!

franchise was so well received worldwide, that it inspired an animated mini-series and eventually

drew the attention of Marvel Comics in the US. Nihei would later go on to draw Wolverine (X-Men)

and HALO comics for Marvel to great fanfare. An architectural student, Nihei's early work were

mainly wordless, relying on visuals and backgrounds to tell their stories. Now, his works are deeply

rooted in hard science-fiction, as was seen in the multiple NY Times Bestselling books HALO: The

Graphic Novel (published by Marvel Comics) and BIOmega (published by Viz Media).

Honestly quite pathetic how in the end, none of the mysteries are really answered, the ending is so

warped and muddled and in the end, the last five books give or take a few make the rest of the



series not worth reading.Don't waste your time on this series, the quality of writing drops massively.

I like how the story continue to develop, the characters and short plots are amazing, the drawing is

superb!

Was very imaginative, not your normal story line.

Wonderful! Great end to a beautiful series.

Nihei is such a troll. He seemed to have gotten totally away from his original story, forcused instead

on a romantic/harem type storyline, and then gave a complete flop of an ending. Does he resent his

readers for liking certain characters? I think he does. He destroyed everything about his characters

here with this ending. Very disappointed.
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